Abstract—Allowing the nodes of a wireless sensor network (WSN) to turn their radio off periodically noticeably increases network lifetime. Duty cycling, however, does not eliminate idle listening, comes at the price of longer latencies and obtains lifetimes that are still insufficient for many critical applications. Using a wake-up receiver (WUR) allows actual communications on the main radio only for transmission or reception, virtually eliminating node idling. However, the range of current WUR prototypes is still significantly shorter than that of the main radio, which can challenge the use of existing WSN protocols in WUR-based networks. In this paper we present an approach to mitigate this limitation of wake-up-based networks. In particular, we show that the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP), a standard protocol for data gathering in WSNs, suitably redefined to work on WUR-endowed nodes, achieves lifetimes of several decades. This constitutes a remarkable improvement over duty cycle-based solutions, where CTP makes the network lasts only a handful of months. At the same time, our WUR-based approach obtains data latencies comparable to those obtained by keeping the main radio always on.

I. INTRODUCTION

A well-established technique for saving energy in a wireless sensor networks (WSN) is to allow its nodes to turn their radio off ("sleep mode") and on ("awake mode") according to a pre-set duty cycle. In fact, most commercially available sensor nodes feature low power modes with consumptions of few tens of $\mu$Ws, i.e., three order of magnitudes less than when the radio is on. Use of duty cycle-based media access control (MAC) protocols has been shown to be useful in prolonging the lifetime of a node, and therefore that of the whole WSN. However, depending on the time spent by a node in sleep mode, duty cycling MACs impose considerable data latencies: Data delivery is beset by delays of tens of seconds, or of minutes, which can be unacceptable for many applications. More important, the betterment in network lifetime enabled by duty cycling is largely insufficient to support critical applications such as the structural health monitoring of a bridge, of underground tunnels [1] or of other key infrastructures. In these applications the sensor nodes are often embedded inside the structure itself (e.g., in the concrete of a bridge deck), and as such they require the network to last decades rather than months or a few years. For these reasons, recent research has been focusing on the design of WSN nodes that include wake-up radios, i.e., on-board circuitry used to wake up neighboring nodes consuming power in the order of a few $\mu$Ws. When a node has packets to transmit, it uses its wake-up transmitter to wake up its neighbors. Data communication then happens by using the node main radio. This combined use of wake-up and main radios virtually eliminates the need for duty cycling, and therefore idle power consumption, obtaining network lifetimes of several decades, which is unheard of for WSNs. Wake-up radios have thus the potential to profoundly change the way WSNs operate, addressing the latency vs. energy consumption tradeoff by enabling low latency data collection at minimum energy cost.

Research on wake-up radios has so far mainly focused on ways of designing wake-up circuitry with energy requirements of a few $\mu$Ws [2], [3], [4]. Some of the designs currently available are range-based: All nodes within communication range wake up whenever a wake-up request is transmitted. Other designs enable node to wake up specific neighbors based on their address. Exploiting this latter feature, advances in the design of wake-up receivers (WURs) are enabling the development of novel paradigms for wake-up radio-based networks. For example, semantic addressing allows the design of selective awakening-aware protocols in which the WUR address assigned to a node is not just its ID, but rather a wake-up sequence having a specific semantic meaning. Recent works have shown how semantic addressing can be used to naturally express complex relay selection policies [2], and to implement efficient broadcasting and harvesting-aware routing primitives to significantly improve system performance [5].

In this paper we contribute to the research on "idle-free" WSNs by presenting a wake-up radio-based solution for critical applications that extends the well-known Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [6] for Wireless Sensor Networks. In particular:

- We propose CTP-WUR, an extension of the de facto standard in WSN data collection routing—the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [6]—for wake-up radio-based networks. CTP-WUR is based on the idea of enabling the relay of WUR requests to extend the achievable wake-up range. This improves the performance of using short-range WURs in practical application scenarios, by reducing the number of hops needed to relay data packets.
- We compare the performance of CTP-WUR and CTP with duty cycle in application scenarios for long-lasting WSNs while varying critical parameters such as duty
cycle and data traffic. Simulation are performed by using GreenCastalia [7], an open-source extension to the Castalia simulator [8] that we have developed to accurately model energy-related aspects of WSNs. Our GreenCastalia model of a WUR is based on extensive experimentation on a WUR prototype. Results show that CTP-WUR achieves network lifetimes several decades longer than those of CTP with duty cycle, enabling very low latency data collection at minimum energy cost.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes previous work on wake-up radio-assisted protocols for WSNs. In Section III we describe the architecture of a WSN node with a wake-up radio. A brief description of CTP is presented in Section IV. In Section V, we introduce CTP-WUR, an extension of CTP for WUR-based networks. The comparative performance evaluation of CTP-WUR and CTP with duty cycle is shown in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

Research on wake-up radios has so far mostly focused on the design of wake-up circuitry with energy requirements comparable to those of the main radio in sleep mode. Several WUR prototypes, with varying performance in terms of sensitivity, maximum reachable wake-up distance, latency and power consumption, have been recently presented [3], [4], [9], [10]. Despite the increasing choice of wake-up architectures, however, little attention has been devoted to the design of communication protocols that natively support radio-triggering features. The first works on WSNs that explicitly consider the presence of an extra radio for wake-up purposes were concerned with energy-saving topology management, and are suitable for WSN applications that are delay tolerant [11], [12], [13]. Some protocols employing addressed-based wake-up have been proposed, in which however nodes are awaken based solely on their static ID. For example, addressed-based wake-up is described by Marinkovic et al. for a protocol for single-hop WBANs that works with a wake-up receiver [14]. While this protocol works well in a small, single-hop network like a WBAN, it lacks in flexibility to work for more general WSNs applications. A WUR-based clustering protocol is presented by Blanckenstein et al. in [15], which uses dynamic wake-up addressing to wake up nodes depending on the data they have sensed. Their approach clusters nodes with similar data readings and elects a cluster head to forward the data to their destination. The concept of semantic WUR addressing, in which a pool of multiple WUR addresses is assigned to a node and dynamically updated based on its status, have been recently proposed by Petrioli et al. in [5]. A dedicated WUR-enabled communication stack exploiting selective wake-ups and dynamic address assignment is shown to enhance system performance. The use of semantic addressing to implement complex relay selection policies is demonstrated by Spenza et al. in [2], though the design of a cross-layer solution exploiting selective awakenings for data gathering in sensing systems. An analytical and empirical comparison of the achievable lifetimes of WUR-based systems against Low Power Listening techniques is performed by Prinn et al. [16]. They quantify the benefits of using a wake-up receiver in terms of energy consumption through in-lab power measurements, but do not evaluate other relevant metrics, such as latency. As for the use of a wake-up radio in multi-hop WSNs, Chen et al. recently demonstrated a multi-hop wake-up sensor network using passive RFID-based WURs [17]. A simple protocol is defined to determine which nodes should rebroadcast WUR requests to their neighbors. WUR addressing is not supported in the current implementation.

III. NODE ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 depicts the main building blocks of a wake-up radio mote. Each node is equipped with a main transceiver operating in the 2.4GHz ISM band and with an out-of-band WUR working in the 868MHz ISM band. Wake-up sequences (i.e., addresses) are transmitted by using a dedicated transmitter that operates in the same band of the WUR possibly sharing the same antenna (via a low-power antenna switch). Addressing is performed by an ultra-low power microcontroller (MCU) that wakes up the main node by generating an interrupt whenever a valid address is detected. Multiple WUR addresses can be assigned to the node and dynamically managed over time. Nodes receiving a wake-up signal, even if they are in sleep mode (i.e., with their main radio and MCU off), can determine if they are intended receivers by using their ultra-low power WUR MCU to check for a matching address in their address pool. Serial communication between the main MCU and the WUR MCU enables dynamic address reprogramming. The architecture depicted in Fig. 1 is based on that of a recent WUR prototype of ours that allows inexpensive integration on existing WSN motes [2]. It supports multiple WUR addresses and dynamic address reprogramming, key features for the design of protocols based on selective addressing.

IV. CTP

The Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [6] is the de facto standard in data collection for WSNs, being widely used in a variety of deployments and testbeds. CTP is a distance-vector tree-based collection protocol: Nodes build and maintain a minimum-cost tree rooted at the network data collection point (the sink). Each node in the network maintains an estimate
of the cost of its route to the sink, expressed in terms of Expected Transmission Count (ETX). In particular, the sink advertise a cost of zero, while each node computes its cost as the cost of its next hop (i.e., its parent) plus the cost of its link to the parent. Routing information are exchanged by broadcasting control beacons, which contain the transmitter local cost estimate. Adaptive beaconing (based on the Trickle algorithm [18]) is employed to reduce the frequency of beacons in the long run. For topology maintenance, datapath validation is also used. Since each data packet contains the transmitter local cost estimate, loops or inconsistencies in the topology can be detected by comparing the transmitter cost with that of its next hop: if a transmitter advertised cost is no greater than that of the receiver, topology information are assumed to be stale and topology repair is started.

V. CTP-WUR

A critical aspect in the design of WURs is the tradeoff between receiver sensitivity (and therefore wake-up range), and power consumption. The power consumption of current WUR prototypes comes at the cost of reduced communication ranges. Typical distances at which a node can successfully awaken vary from 11m [19] (passive wake-up systems) to 45m [2] (semi-active WURs). While a wake-up range of up to a few tens of meters is reasonable for many applications, the network topology induced by the wake-up radio (WUR topology) can be very different than that induced by the main radio. This brings forward new challenges for well-know protocols, such as CTP, in WUR-based networks. In particular, routing of packets in the WUR topology happens through paths that can be significantly longer that those made up of links of the main radio. This affects latency detrimentally, which, together with network lifetime is one of the most stringent requirements of critical applications. Fig. 2 depicts routes obtained by CTP run over the main radio topology (a) and on the WUR topology (b) (see Section VI-A for the simulation settings). In this example, the average route length on the WUR topology is more than twice than that on the main radio topology, which basically doubles data latency. To mitigate this fundamental limitation of wake-up-based networks, we propose a backward-compatible extension of CTP, named CTP-WUR, that obtains reduced end-to-end latency by extending the achievable wake-up range. The key idea of CTP-WUR is to allow the relaying of WUR requests. CTP-WUR works on top of a channel access protocol designed to exploit the flexible addressing features of the architecture described in Section III. Our proposed extensions works as follows. Each node in the network is assigned a set of wake-up addresses: A unique WUR address, a unique WUR relay address and a broadcast WUR address that is shared by all nodes in the network. Actual packet transmission is preceded by a wake-up phase in which the intended receivers are awaken based on their WUR addresses. Handling of broadcast packets and unicasting in CTP-WUR is described below.

A. Broadcast packets

When a broadcast packet (e.g., a CTP beacon) should be transmitted, the sender node awakens its whole neighborhood by sending a wake-up packet addressed to the WUR broadcast address. Nodes receiving this packet turn their main radio on and set it to receive mode (RX). After transmitting the wake-up packet, the sender node turns its own main radio on and awaits for a given (platform dependent) amount of time to allow the main radio of the receivers to enter RX. After transmitting the broadcast packet on the main radio, the sender goes back to sleep.

B. Unicast packets

CTP builds and maintains a minimum-cost tree to the sink such that each node in the network (but the sink) has a parent node through which data traffic is routed. Due to the shorter range of the wake-up radio, a node and its CTP parent, which are on each other main radio communication range, are generally not connected in the WUR topology. Since a node cannot directly wake up its parent, data forwarding in a wake-up-based WSN must happen through an intermediate data relay. An example in shown in Fig.3. Nodes A, B and C are all on each other main radio communication range. However, node A and node C are not connected in the WUR topology. In a traditional approach, to forward data to node C node A should use node B as an intermediate data relay. In other words, A should wake up node B (by sending it a WUR request) and then transmit the data packet to B (on the main radio). In turn, node B should wake up node C (WUR-based communication) and then transmit the data packet to C (main radio).

To reduce the route length of data packets, CTP-WUR enables relaying of WUR requests. In particular, whenever a node (e.g., node A of Fig. 3) has a unicast data packet to send, it tries to forward it directly to the parent of its parent (node C), rather than to its parent (node B). If the attempt succeeds, relaying of the data packet through the intermediate relay hop (node B) is avoided, thus reducing both latency and energy consumption. To do so, node A sends a special WUR request to node B, which can awake node C on its behalf, without the need of waking up its main radio. Relay of WUR packets are requested by means of a dedicated WUR address, which contains the unique address of the node and
The WUR request, node B packet is performed by the WUR transmitter. After forwarding the WUR request, node B sets an internal timer to avoid starting a new data transmission before the packet forwarding from A to C is expected to complete. When the WUR request is received by node C, its WUR generates an interrupt to wake up the node. The main radio of node C is then turned on and set to RX. If no packet is received after a predefined time, e.g., because of interference or of a false wake-up positive, node C goes back to sleep. The sender node transmits the outgoing packet on the main radio, and awaits for the receiver acknowledgment before going back to sleep.

Depending on the network topology, it may happen that data packets sent by the sender node cannot be received by the parent of its parent, as it may be out of range. To handle this case, each node tries to send data packets directly to the parent of its parent for a number T of times. If all attempts fail, the node sets the parent of its parent as not reachable, and it uses only its parent for data forwarding.

It is worth noting that the information about the parent of its current parent can be obtained by each node with no additional communication overhead, as the parent field is already included in the CTP routing frames [20].

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We show the benefits of WUR-based communications and of WUR request relaying by comparing the performance of CTP-WUR and CTP with duty cycle, termed CTP LPL (as duty cycling is implemented through Low Power Listening). We implemented both versions of CTP in GreenCastalia [7], a freely available extension to the Castalia simulator [8].

A. Simulation scenarios and settings

We consider WSNs with 64 nodes embedded in the reinforced concrete deck of a bridge. As a reference, we use the Leonard P. Zakim Bunker Hill Memorial Bridge, one of the widest cable-stayed bridges in the world. The bridge has been in use in Boston since 2003. The area monitored by our networks concerns the main span of the bridge, which is 227m long and 56m large (highlighted in the figure). The network sink is located at one of the corners of the main span. Nodes are positioned according to a randomized grid deployment: Nodes are laid down as a 16 × 4 grid where the actual location of each node is randomly displaced from the precise grid point by 10%. An example is depicted in Fig. 2. The sink is (the square) in the lower left corner.¹

The network is deployed for monitoring the temperature and humidity in the deck. Source nodes, which are equipped with on-board Sensirion SHT1x sensors, periodically perform temperature and humidity measurements and generate a data packet to report sensor readings to the sink. Based on the sensor datasheet specifications, we set the power consumption of sensing to 3mW, and the time needed for the measurement to complete to 171ms [21]. In our simulations, we set the packet generation interval to 300s, and varied the percentage p of source nodes between 5% and 100% (excluding the sink). The size of each data packet is set to 70B to include application payload (sensing measurements) and headers and trailers added by the lower layers. The channel data rate is 250Kbps. Routing in the network is performed by using CTP. We ported to GreenCastalia the publicly available implementation of CTP [22], and extended the CTP-compliant MAC module provided in the same package to support both WUR and LPL-enabled communications. In our simulations we used the default parameter setting of CTP, and set LPL parameters based on the TinyOS 2.1 implementation of BoX-MAC-2 [23]. Nodes using LPL follow asynchronous wake-up schedules, performing periodic receive checks every l ms, l ∈ {0, 250, 500, 1000, 2000}. In other words, nodes sleep for 250ms, 500ms, 1s or 2s between successive checks for channel activity. Setting l = 0 corresponds to the case with no LPL, i.e., with the main radio always on. We implemented CTP-WUR by extending CTP so that nodes maintain updated information about the parent of their current parent, as detailed in Section V.

We use the energy model of the TelosB mote [24], which we extend to account for the power consumption of both the WUR (including its integrated MCU) and the WUR transmitter (the low-power CC1101 transceiver from Texas Instruments). Based on this model, each node operates in one of five base power modes, depending on the state of their microcontrollers and transceivers. Simulations take into account the power consumption of the node in each state, as well as the transition times and the average power consumption of each of the node components during state switching. Mimicking the TinyOS implementation, the MCU of the nodes is put into the LPM3 low power sleep state whenever the radio is off and the node is not performing sampling. In this state, the nominal current consumption of the main node is 5.1μA [24].

The default GreenCastalia settings were used for channel and radio models. The transmission power of a node main transceiver is set to −3dBm for energy conservation, and its transmission range is 70m. The average path loss between nodes in the network is estimated by using the lognormal shadowing model. Packet collisions are determined based on the additive interference model, according to which simultaneous transmissions from multiple nodes are calculated as

¹ Simulations considering a different deployment, where nodes are randomly and uniformly scattered throughout the deck, produce results with trends that are very similar to those shown here.
interference at the receiver, by linearly adding their effect. Packet reception probability for each link is computed based on SINR and packet size. WUR sequences are sent at 5Kbps, and consists of 1B of data. The WUR is modeled according to the specifications of our WUR prototype and its parameters are set to values obtained by actual measurements [2]. In particular, the power consumption of the WUR is set to 1.276μW. Its sensitivity is set to −55dBm, which obtains a maximum wake-up range of 45m when transmitting at +10dBm. Based on experimental results, we model the wake-up probability as a function of the power received by the WUR and of the data rate used to transmit wake-up sequences.

B. Performance metrics

The performance of CTP-WUR and of CTP LPL is evaluated with respect to the following metrics.

1) The total energy consumed by all network nodes, but the sink.
2) The average data delivery latency, computed as the mean of the time it takes to successfully deliver a data packet to the sink.
3) The packet delivery ratio, i.e., the fraction of generated data packets that is successfully delivered to the sink.
4) The expected lifetime of the network, conservatively defined as the time when the first node dies.

Results have been obtained by averaging outcomes from 400 simulation runs on connected topologies, each lasting 3600s. This obtains us results with a 95% confidence interval and a 5% precision. All metrics are collected after an initial transitory time (steady-state performance).

C. Performance results

1) Energy consumption: Fig. 4(a) shows the energy consumed by CTP-WUR and CTP LPL for increasing percentages of source nodes. CTP-WUR shows remarkable performance, reducing the energy consumption of the network by approximately three orders of magnitude with respect to CTP without LPL. Even when nodes operates at very low duty cycle, i.e., \( l = 2s \), CTP-WUR consumes from around 55x to 280x less energy than CTP LPL, depending on generated traffic.

2) End-to-end latency: The average end-to-end packet latency is shown in Fig. 4(b). Predictably, CTP with no LPL achieves the best performance, incurring average latencies in the range 20 – 30ms (depending on traffic). Duty-cycling, as expected, significantly affects latency, thus making CTP LPL unfit for time-critical WSN applications. In particular, using CTP LPL with \( l = 250ms, 500ms \) and 1s results in average latencies of 1.44s, 3.70s and 10.12s, respectively. When \( l = 2s \), CTP LPL incurs latencies of up to 50s. CTP-WUR, instead, consistently obtains latencies lower than 65ms in all scenarios. This is due to its effective WUR relay mechanism, which reduces the average route length w.r.t. the case in which forwarding of WUR requests is not implemented.

3) Packet delivery ratio: Independently of traffic, CTP-WUR consistently obtains a packet delivery ratio of 99.99% or higher, similar to that of CTP without LPL. The performance of CTP with LPL is sensitive to increasing traffic. In particular, the percentage of packets delivered by CTP LPL falls below 99% when \( p = 50\% \) and \( l = 2s \), and below 95% when \( p = 100\% \) and \( l = 2s \).

4) Network lifetime: Our final set of experiments concerns the expected WSN lifetime. We obtain a conservative estimation of the network lifetime by computing the expected time when the first node in the network depletes its energy. In our calculation we assume that the traffic patterns observed during one-hour simulations are representative of the traffic experienced by each node in the long-term. For this reason, the energy spent during the initial setup phase is not considered in lifetime estimations. Simulated nodes are powered by two 1.5V AA alkaline batteries whose capacity is 2500mAH [25]. Results are shown in Fig. 4(c), which reports the estimated number of years for which a network using CTP-WUR and CTP LPL is expected to operate under different fraction of source nodes. The remarkably low energy consumption of
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### Fig. 4. Performance comparison of CTP-WUR and CTP LPL for increasing fraction of source nodes.

- **(a)** Total energy consumed by the network
- **(b)** Packet latency
- **(c)** Estimated lifetime of the network in years
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latency [s]</th>
<th>Percentage of source nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2s</td>
<td>CTP-WUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s</td>
<td>CTP, noLPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500ms</td>
<td>CTP, LPL=500ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250ms</td>
<td>CTP, LPL=250ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5s</td>
<td>CTP, LPL=5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTP-WUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network lifetime [years]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- **CTP-WUR**
- **CTP, noLPL**
- **CTP, LPL=250ms**
- **CTP, LPL=500ms**
- **CTP, LPL=1s**
- **CTP, LPL=2s**
CTP-WUR allows to achieve expected network lifetimes of several decades. In comparison, a network strictly following a nominal duty cycle of 1% in a scenario where no data packet is generated or transmitted would last for less than 2 years. CTP LPL is expected to achieve a network lifetime of less than one year: For example, the expected typical lifetime of a network running CTP LPL with \( l = \{250, 1000\} \) is of 112 and 202 days, respectively, when \( p = 5\% \).

The impressive lifetime achieved by CTP-WUR can be extended even further by coupling WUR capabilities with a quasi-passive sensing strategy for asynchronous wake-up by events from multiple sensors [26]. In such a scenario, the MCU of a node is only woken up by external interrupt sources, i.e., by the WUR or by a quasi-passive sensor, and it can be kept at the lowest power mode (e.g., LPM4 in case of the TI MSP430 F1611 microcontroller of TelosB motes). Simulations results (not described here) show that this strategy would extend the expected lifetime of a network using CTP-WUR to up to 41 years when the percentage of source nodes is 5%.

VII. CONCLUSION

The paper shows the advantage of using wake-up radio-based motes in wireless sensor networking for critical applications, i.e., those requiring lifetimes of many years and low data delivery latencies. By combining wake-up capabilities with selective addressing and relaying of WUR requests for longer wake-up ranges, we show that protocols for WSNs routing such as CTP can achieve lifetimes of decades while keeping data latencies comparable to those in networks whose nodes always keep the main radio on. In scenarios where WSNs are used for structural health monitoring, we have shown that WUR-based solutions outperform solutions based on Low Power Listening also with respect to metrics such as energy consumption (reduced by a factor of 5-4 or more) and packet delivery ratio, which is consistently 99.99% or higher irrespective of data traffic.
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